Name: _________________________________________
Summer Assignment Global IR
The summer assignment for incoming freshman is a REFLECTIVE PAPER passed off the
book Chinese Cinderella. Students should answer the following questions based on the book.
Each answer should be at least 5-7 sentences. Details and examples from the book should be
used whenever fitting. The rubric for reflective paper should be stapled to the front of your
paper, it can be found at the bottom of this page. Please number each answer and do them in the
correct order. The paper will be collected on Monday, September 16, 2019. All late papers will
be deducted 10 points for everyday that it is late. The reflection paper will count as the first
quarter project, which is equivalent to a test grade. Students should be sure to follow the proper
page requirements.
Page requirements:
12 point font
Times New Roman font
1 inch margins all around
Double spaced
MLA Heading in the top left corner
Example:
Your Name
Teacher’s Name
Summer Assignment
Due Date
The paper should have one staple in the top left corner
Questions to answer:
1. Explain who Adeline is and the relationship she has with her family.
2. Who does Adeline have the closest relationship to? Explain ways this relationship
impacted Adeline.
3. Describe the relationship between the groups of children in the house. Describe how
each group was treated.
4. How does Chinese culture play a role in Adeline’s life?
5. Describe two times in Chinese Cinderella that Adeline showed perseverance.
6. Analyze the relationship Adeline has with her father. Explain whether or not her
father was helpful to Adeline’s life.
7. What role does education play in Adeline’s life? Describe what you think would
have happened to Adeline if she did not have school.
8. If you were put in Adeline’s situation, how do you think you would have handled it?
How would you have dealt with your emotions?
9. In your opinion, what was the greatest achievement in Adeline’s life? Explain why
you have chosen that.
10. In your opinion, what was the greatest obstacle Adeline had to overcome in her life?
Explain why you have chosen that.
11. In your opinion, does the title of the book a proper representation of Adeline’s life?
Explain your answer.
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Summer Assignment Rubric
Quality of Information
(70 points)

Information
clearly relates to
the task and is
100% historically
accurate. Several
supporting details
and/or evidence.

Information
somewhat relates
to the task and is
80 % historically
accurate. Student
provides some
supporting details
and/or evidence.

Information relates
to the task with no
supporting
details/evidence and
30% of the
historical
information is
accurate.

An attempt is
made at the task,
but historical
accuracy and
quality of
information is
unsatisfactory

65
Presented in a
thoughtful
manner; there
were signs of
organization and
most transitions
were easy to
follow, but at
times ideas were
unclear. No
rubric.
12

55
Somewhat
organized; ideas
were not presented
coherently and
transitions were not
always smooth.

50
Choppy and
confusing; format
was difficult to
follow; transitions
of ideas were
abrupt and
distracting

Student has a
somewhat
understanding of
the material. Fair
introduction and
conclusion.
Transitions from
topic to topic need
improvement. Few
spelling or
grammar mistakes.
12

Student finds
difficulty in
understanding the
material and writing
is weak. Poor
attempt at
introduction,
conclusion, and
transitions. Many
spelling or grammar
errors.
9

70

Organization/Neatness
(15 points)

Grammar/Mechanics
(15 points)

Extremely well
organized; logical
format that was
easy to follow;
flowed smoothly
from one idea to
another; the
organization
enhanced
effectiveness of
the project.
Rubric as cover
page.
15
Student has very
strong
understanding of
the material.
Introduction,
smooth transitions,
and conclusion are
all present. Task is
error free from
spelling and
grammar mistakes.
15

9
5

Assignment is
unsatisfactory

5

